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											Welcome to NorCal Blogs

					
					
						Welcome to NorCal Blogs. Please explore and interact with the offerings from our current bloggers.

Interested in adding your voice and becoming a blogger? Send 5-10 samples and a short description to editor David Little at dlittle@chicoer.com. If you’re added to our blogs, we ask that you follow our guidelines.

The views and opinions expressed by the bloggers and commenters are not necessarily representative of the Enterprise-Record or its staff.

Breathe In, Breathe Out by Don Regis-Bilar

Breathing is something all of us do as humans, as Chicoans and often life, at least my life as a writer, is one focused breath at a time.

Buzz Blog by Ryan Olson and Jammie Karlman

The Buzz has entered the blogosphere and is ready to serve.

Etc. Guy by Eric Miller

Etc. Guy shares tales about a married father navigating through life. He tries, not always successfully, to stay out of trouble with his wife and daughters but lives on to tell the story.

Lily of the Valley by Lily Laughlin

Miscellaneous articles such a recipes for Asian cooking, the cliche “It’s a small world,” observations as a senior citizen and perhaps traveling in and about our state and elsewhere.

Post Scripts by Jack Lee and Tina Grazier

Real life stories coupled with news and information you won’t find anywhere else!

Sow There! by Heather Hacking

Impertinent commentary on gardening, life and most things wacky.

Travels with Pat by Pat Feldhaus

Highlights of current and past travels, covering 46 years on six continents, including much of the United States.

Watts Up With That? by Anthony Watts

This blog deals with puzzling things in life, nature, science, technology, recent news events and attempts to provide answers.

Here is a list of most blogs from NorCal Blogs, including special events and features that are no longer being updated. They are offered “as-is.”

	
NORCAL BLOGS – FULL LISTING


	
	26.2 Reasons Why by Dennis Schmidt
	400 Years of the Telescope
	The Ambivalent Environmentalist by Dean Carrier
	Another Man’s Treasure by Mark Herrera
	An Apple a Day by Aldebra Schroll MD
	Blof’s Blog by Ted Blofsky, Jr.
	Breathe In, Breathe Out by Don Regis-Bilar.
	Bullfight by Dan Nguyen-Tan
	But this is Chico, too by Steve Brown
	Butte, Glenn, Tehama Counties: Your Local Perspective by the Center for Economic Development
	Buzz Blog by Ryan Olson and Jammie Karlman
	Chico Real Estate Reality by Scott Huber and Mark Reaman
	Chico, Sustainable by Jeremy Miller
	Chico’s Book in Common: ‘Three Cups of Tea’
	Chico’s Book in Common: ‘The Soloist’
	Commission Impossible by Lon Glazner
	Congressional Blog from U.S. Rep. Tom McClintock
	Debunking the Bunk by Fred Davis
	Dog’s Breakfast by Alan Chamberlain
	Dollars and Investment Sense by Joseph Sweeney
	Editorial Bored by Mark Sorensen
	EdSuccess by Dr. Joni Samples
	The E-R Sports Show by Enterprise-Record staff
	E-R Reporters’ Notebook by Enterprise-Record staff
	Etc. Guy by Eric Miller
	From Almonds to Olives by Whitney Ann Popp
	The Fairer Sex by Robert Pepple
	Gate by Chuck Wolk
	Hack at the Track by Leland Gordon
	Iconoclastic by Meagan Dixon
	In Plane View by Alice Patterson
	An Internet Globetrotter by Gary D. Brune
	I Was Caught Being Good by Jeanne Newton
	Jane Doe, Alive and Well by Tina Hoover
	Just a Guy by Jim Carter
	Just Peace by Sue Hilderbrand


	
	Life Interrupted by Jana Dawson Frazier
	My Life on the Spectrum by Pam Boyer
	Lily of the Valley by Lily Laughlin
	The Litter Box by Travis Souders
	North State Sports and Shorts by Joe Shufelberger
	The North Valley Kids Connection by Dr. Craig Corp
	The Nosebleed Section by Leland Gordon
	Observation Deck by Josh Cook
	On Foot by Laurie Kavenaugh
	Orland – The Straight Scoop by Bob Bishop
	Outlawed Baseball by Patrick Kinmartin
	Pilot’s Blog by Tom Knowles
	Planes, Trains & Automobiles by Greg Fischer
	Post Scripts by Jack Lee and Tina Grazier
	Postcards by Marianne Paiva
	The Real World by Phil Elkins (“Sr. Felipe”)
	Reasonably Educated Bumpkins by Laurie LaGrone
	Road sign ahead: Butte County by Robert Cyr
	Running to be my Best by Douglas De Soto
	Ship of Fools by Cris Frazer
	SimplyFit by Laurie Jones
	Sow There! by Heather Hacking
	Teen Passion by Amelia Stone
	Thinkin’ Outloud by Garry Cooper
	Those Amazing Birds by Roger Lederer
	The Tipping Point by Tammy Waller Aviles
	Travels with Pat by Pat Feldhaus
	The Uncomfortable Truth by Quentin Colgan
	Tied up in Thailand by Sam Weber
	Turning Japanese by Jen Siino
	Up The Mainstream by Dan Carter
	Walter Ballin by Walter Ballin
	Watts Up With That? by Anthony Watts
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Blogging Guidelines
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If you’re added to the NorCal Blogs roster, here are some basic guidelines:

	Readers like blogs that are up-to-date with concise, timely posts.
	NorCal Blogs recommends that bloggers post at least once a week, but more frequent updates are excellent.



	Please no profanity, mild or otherwise. We ask this of both posters and people leaving comments.
	Please do not publish posts or comments containing inaccurate information, especially regarding private individuals. The practice is known as libel and is a serious matter. If there’s any doubt, please feel free to contact us for advice.
	As the overall owner of NorCal Blogs, the Enterprise-Record reserves the ultimate right to remove obscene, libelous or abusive posts or comments.
	If you wish to use anything other than basic text in your blogs (i.e. photos, videos, etc), it is up to you to know or learn basic HTML coding. We can only provide limited assistance with HTML and basic computer usage.
	Contact us if you’re experiencing technical difficulties with the blog. We will do our best to provide a prompt response, but we can’t guarantee an immediate solution.


Thanks again for your interest in NorCal Blogs. We’re eager to promote greater communication and community in Northern California and on the Internet.
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